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Chilled



Bottle up 

Sustainable? Check. Peachy pink? Check. Would look 
great artfully placed on your Instagram story whilst 
you’re telling everyone you’re on the #train? Check. 
The perfect Gen Z water!
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Laura Branton



Jamie Oliver x Tesco

A new/cheaper sort of meal deal - feels less ‘Friday 
Night’ than the previous/other offering and more week 
night occasion. 

Loving the colours and food shots on the shelf barkers.
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Charlotte Vallance
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Ambient 
Foods



BEANZ for every child

I’m a bit late to the party with this one but seeing this as 
a full aisle end feature really caught my attention. 

Having so many in one place you couldn’t miss the 
message and then it was also supported by additional 
reading material.
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Covid packaging

Covid call outs on packaging - keeping customers 
informed of changes. Transparency. Like it.
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Snacks



Wee Cheddars

Love this - great to see a brand team willing to take a 
risk on changing their name on pack. Definitely pays off 
for me!
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Urban Fruit

This reminds me of those immune teas, particularly the 
mango one. 

Strength and immunity has been at the centre of this 
past year and a half so it makes sense that more brands 
are playing into the benefits of vitamins. 

The whole fixture looks very colourful! 
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Kristina Drozdova



Mr P - The Power of Owning a 
Character
Mr P (aka Julius Pringle) has had his first makeover in 20 years. 
The refreshed identity includes new eyebrows, the red bow tie 
graphic now holds the Pringles wordmark, as well as Julius losing 
his hair - well I did say he has aged 20 years! A very stripped back 
identity and powerful iconicity to be used across digital and 
physical media, the packaging looks simpler to decode at speed 
which has to have been at the heart of the challenge as we skim 
over our loved tubes in the supermarket. The Ehrenberg-Bass 
Institute recently pointed to the fact that characters have the 
most potential for uniqueness, they have a habit of getting stuck 
in our minds. Julius Pringle has done an amazing job for the 
brand and protected it from bing easily copied by others in the 
market. That is alongside a pretty unique product format and the 
tube that cuts a different shape on the crisp aisle as we wander 
down it. Building characters can take decades, but empowering 
them as a key distinctive asset is powerful way to cement a 
brand in our minds.
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Confectionery



Pun-tastic

Snomballs! HoHoHoballs! Can you think of anymore? 

M&S really ramping up their in-house character 
products leading to Christmas - and its only October!
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Sweets with Benefits

These really stood out amongst the shelf of Haribo’s 
with ‘sweets with benefits’ really high up the read order 
and clear claims.
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Pops with benefits

Lollipops that do more - Ear Popper Stopper, 
Mutivitamins, Travel Sickness. Great concept, wonder 
how they would perform outside of train stations and 
airports?

Laura Branton
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Beverages



Joy

Nice to see the ‘JOY’ variant - it felt like a really lovely 
thing to read on shelf as most of the range names are 
quite functional - Night time, Detox etc. Joy is much 
more uplifting and feels very daytime which is reiterated 
with the colourway of this SKU.
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Alcohol



Gin: the Lakes edition

Gorgeous gin bottles - a very unique shape which isn’t 
used too commonly.  

Subtle use of colours on FOP with some nice and simple 
illustrations of the lakes. 
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Kristina Drozdova



SIMPLIFY SIMPLIFY SIMPLIFY

I love to bear witness to brand refreshes of iconic 
brands that we know and love. Here is the perfect 
example of one such brand, Sweden’s iconic Absolut 
Vodka. In a busy fixture, or bar, full of a rainbow of 
colours screaming at you, Absolut takes a somewhat 
reserved stand in order to, well standout. As you’d 
expect from a Swede. Out goes the superfluous and in 
comes minimalism at its very best. Just tell us who you 
are (Absolut Vodka) and what you are (Swedish vodka) - 
job done. All the rest of the comms have been simplified 
and placed into a text box along with a revision to the 
founder crest at the top.
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Get a grip!

Strongbow reserving no risks of consumers 
misunderstanding the way to carry their new 
sustainable 4-packs. 

Shelf standout is shelf standout - without 
compromising brand recognition either.
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Beth Johnson



SIMPLIFY SIMPLIFY SIMPLIFY

Straight to the point SRP.  

SRP = Scream - Really - Powerfully?
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Richard has been helping 
SME and global businesses 
to succeed across the 
world for over 20 years.  

He leads the key client 
partnerships within the 
business, looking to help 
make a creative and 
commercial difference to 
every brand and business 
he partners with.

Richard Taylor 
Managing Partner

Simon is a highly 
experienced Client 
Services Director, skilled   
in all areas of marketing 
comms planning, 
implementation and 
measurement. 

He has been responsible 
for growing and delivering 
success for key accounts.

Simon Ellis 
Client Services Director

Client Services Team

Emma has over a decade of 
experience working in 
design consultancies, 
previously holding 
marketing roles at Nestlé, 
Arla Foods and Heinz. She’s 
passionate about 
delivering exceptional 
strategy and creativity, on 
time and on budget, and 
delivering commercial 
results for client partners.

Emma Wilson 
Account Director

Ahead of moving up North 
from London to join our 
client services team, she’s 
done everything from 
creating mock-ups, to 
being on press.  

She is a stickler for detail 
and likes to have a clear 
plan and brief, to help keep 
brands on track to win their 
fight for relevance.

Charlotte Vallance 
Senior Account Manager

Laura has been helping 
brands stay relevant for 
over a decade, working 
with a global brands in 
agencies from London to 
Seattle. As a self-
confessed list-aholic, 
Laura is driven by her love 
of distinctive design, 
memorable brand 
experiences and 
meticulous timing plans.

Laura Branton 
Senior Account Manager
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Beth has proven 
experience of managing a 
wide range of branding, 
strategy, and design 
projects. She confidently 
leads projects and 
collaborates with clients to 
get the best out of a brief, 
ensuring a high calibre of 
work is delivered against 
timely expectations.

Beth Johnson 
Account Manager

Kristina joined Brandon a 
few months after 
completing her degree in 
TESOL and Linguistics.  
Since joining, she has 
immersed herself into all 
things client services, 
brands and project 
management – all while 
supporting the team and 
keeping them all in check.

Kristina Drozdova 
Account Executive

Client Services Team
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